
This is an with Smway Young, President of

the South Carolina AFL-CIO. The interview was conducted

by Jack Bass and Walter DeVries on February 11, 197^.

The Transcriber was Susan Hathaway.

JACK BASS: Are you saying that in the primary las

year,you all were backing £l all the way, weren't

SINWAY YOUNG: Yeah, but we had the machinery in

there.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Labor and the negroes combined

beat PiloNoiL. f*\«.M«J*

Young: But we had a coalition with the/To fee krj

and all the other groups, but we were running the campaign

from an office that they hid really because we had the

campaign right down the street and headquarters right

over here; but the main thing was up on that Seventh

Floor. We were sitting up there with a battery of telephones,

we were taking inventory around the district and the election

was the next day, and we come up ... every where we turned

we estimated we were 2,000 votes short from even getting in
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the run-off, and that Craig Well,

we knew that if we had some of our people that had gone

astray back in the Barry Goldwater campaign, and we had

to -pull everybody out of that

that was the . . . you know, the integration process and

everything else, .iust lef !raig had really

Oone down and made some of business agents in those

locals down there his campaign managers, and yet he

was right in that same town representing management

opposed to the unions, right then, right at that particular

time, but he was keeping it away from them, and we couldn't

correspond with them because they wouldn't let us. But

it was raining cats and dogs, and was getting late in

the afternoon and we were biting our teeth, and I said

"well, I'll tell you B. C, let's , let's

go into Georgetown and let's hit every mill gate in the

Georgetown area tonight." So we ... in the meantime,

we called somebody to get some people out of personnel.

We told them we said "ya'll meet us, we have the material

and we'll get it there." So we dictated a letter, just

a plain four . . . just put down four things about each

one of them, and we put McMillan voting against Social

Security, voting himself a $3^,000 retirment, we didn't

do it, but we mr down, and I don't know what else,

but there were four things. Then we put Craig, and we



captioned him and we

Z
I mean we put Gcnnorai;e and the only thing we said down

here was that Clm n p r-i t r was for the working people, you

know, with nothing, but to expose g and to expose

McMillan with those people, because see they had been

camouflaged, our material wasn't going past the agents

hands, and they were mad with us to begin with. So we

went to the Mill gates and hit the people. That night,

the afternoon when they came off, the night shift when

they went off, we had hit a staggered shift when they

came out, and the nex' shose Toeonle went to the

plant before they voted and. were getting off and voting,

and we stayed in there, and we took the votes we said

we had to take. In fact, we even had one of the business

agents who later on was handing them out for us. He

was a campaign manager for Craig, but we had him out

there handing out the material, and we converted him in

a short period of time, but then we had problems because

some of those fellows were still bitter, and they were

challenging us, and within a couple weeks time, we

have had several meetings down there with them, but

we kind of held it togeter so we didn't lose that area

but the main thing that we lost was the primary and the

run-off was too close to the general. We didn't have time

to regroup our people over being mad with McMillan, row
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we did a select . . . you remember how we do it selectively?

So we took /interruption/ . . .

J.B.: But you had 75 people just at the gates in

Georgetown?

Young: No, all over the whole district. See we ...

what we did, we had . . .

J.B.i That district is ...

Young: Split up.

J.B.: As a congressional district, doesn't it have

fewer labor union members than any other in the State?

Young: It did, but you see we didn't organize. We

organized Georgetown. We took Conway. We got

County, we probably have 2,000 union members in that County

now where it didn't have any three or four years ago. We

had to have a strike for seven weeks and while we were on

strike, we registered them and got them interested in the

political processes because they saw it then.

J.B.: Was this in Georgetown?

Young: No, in Conway. Then we had the Georgetown

strike, then we organized. You know, we had those paper

mills and those unions in there. We organized. Then we

came on up to Florence up in Marion and those places and

we had been picking up plenty of plants you know, and so

we picked up their membership. We were lacking in Dillon

County, Marlboro and. a few of the counties, just hurting in
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those counties. So we had to join with Teacher groups.

You know, you can name the groups that we joined and

pux the money in there with them and tried to work

with them to do it, but . . . so we took an inventory,

and we looked around and said '6kay, McMillan has been

this way before." Everythime he had a run-off he just

clobbered them in a run-off. He always did because he

was the incumbent and you know the machinery works. So

we played a low keyed image. We said "Okay, let's just

hold it in this low key, but let's don't do anything to

disturb the people in certain precincts, certain wards,

or certain counties, but let's go select it to get our

people that we knew were going to the polls. So we had

what, 200 senior citizens over there that McMillan was

going to haul to the polls at nine o'clock, ten o'clock

wasn't it, or nine o'clock. We had already picked them

up at eight o'clock and voted them. Do you see what I mean,

We had senior citizens on the telephones, we had those

batteries in there, but there were certain areas that

we were calling into the homes to put the materials out

or door to door campaigning with the literatiire. We

stopped it, and just went into the groups that we knew

we could get with us, and so by pulling that out, we

beat him, and we knew we had him beat too. He didn't

know it, but we knew it. We even ordered a celebration
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for that afternoon "because we knew how he was going to do,

but politics are crooked in there, and it took us a few

years to find out how you do it. You've grot to have

money, and you've got precincts that you can go in and

take a few dollars and "buy the whole thins on.

Unid. Female: We said we don't have machinery though,

we have to do it "by marking the 'ballot. You don't have

all the machinery.

Young: There is a lot in counting and there is a

lot in voting. We had three people running a precinct out

there in the school, what school was that?

Un. Female: Wilson.

Young: Wilson, and we were in there four or five years

ago or six years ago and we saw what was going on, but they

weren't with us. So we decided that we had "better get those

people with us, and so when I checked with them on a certain

day, he said "everything is set up, don't you worry about

it." He said "don't you worry about it, seventeen people

are already registered, we'll make that 117 in just a few

minutes. You've got 'em1.' And that is what he said, and

it is still that way and unless they go to a voting machine

and clean it up, it's the most rottenst thing you ever

saw.

J.B.: Is it like that all over the State?

Young: No.

Un. Female: Certain Counties.
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Young: Certain areas, and that area is rough.

J.B. : The whole Sixth District or ...

Young: The whole Sixth District.

Un. Female: And I see where the area that we have the

least people in the Congressional District is not Florence,

what's the one up here?

Young: Third.

J.B.I Is that right?

Un. Female: That's right.

J.B.: I thought you always carried strong in the Third.

Young: I meant to show you that chart over there a

while ago. It gives you the concentration of membership

and shows where we are the strongest.

Un. Female: But now we were working membership and

non-union alike. We'd take people with non-union material,

and we would send them to the plants that we were not

organizing. In fact if it were organized, we'd take union

material with the bug on it. We were going both. In fact,

Sinway and I handbilled a plant that we had tried to organize,

well not we, but somebody else did, we had given our help

to theCCAW, Oil, Chemical, Workers. They tried

it twice and we went out and handbilled them, but we used

non-union material, and we were non-union.

Young: We used material that couldn't be identified

with labor and with the fine print on the bottom that the

Candidate didn't solicit this material. We personally handbilled
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that the afternoon before the primary ourselves.

J.B.: In Clarks Town?

Youngs Right, yeah. The two of us because we had

everybody out and we had one more plant, and we said

let's go, we'll take it. Cf course, we wanted to stay

away from any plant that was being organized, we wanted

to stay away from them, but this time we didn't.

J.B.: You have been President of the Labor Council

for how long?

Young: 18 years.

J.B.: What changes have taken place in those 18

years in the role of organized labor in politics in South

Carolina? You had how many members then?

Young: We had, Jack, about 11,000 we are up to 100,000

and some members now.

J.B.: A hundred what? Just barely over a hundred

thousand?

Young: Yeah, we passed a hundred thousand just last

Un. Female: You could sum that up in two short words.

Young: What

Un. Female: The change.

Young: What?

In. Female: Like you were telling me at lunch. Wht

they used to see you coming they would cross the street to
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keep from speaking, and now they cross the street to speak.

.B. : Is that right'

Young: That is what they say themselves. In fact,

the Speaker of the House speaking at Greenville Saturday

morning said that . . . and he was telling them, you know,

the progress that we had made that it used to be when they

saw me coming they would cross the street to keep from

talking to you, and now they cross the street so they

can get to us, and so the change . . . let me tell you . .

J.B.z Why is that?

Youngs Well, let me say this. The State is becoming

a little bit more progressive. is a little bit more

liberal than it was. Now in this room, right here, we

/3/ftff
made the deal that saw that ■DIjcHs would get out as Speaker

of the House. I don't know whether you knew that or not.

Sitting right here. It was finally consumated down town

in another building, but it was right here where the

decision was made that he would pet out, and so we have

had leadership within the state that was . . .

J.B.: How was that done really?

Young: Well . . . how?

J.B.: Yeah.

Young: Well really it was a coalition of young bucks

we called them that came into the State that we helped to

get elected, and for a long period of time we were working

towards this. We weren't ready at that particular time,
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but Rex got mad one afternoon and decided that he would

make the move anyway, and thought he had blown it. So

when he had made the move, then we had to move fast,

and so we had lots of people going to the speaker

telling him to "get out, bow out gracefully" and they

really put the pressure on him. Well, let's go back

to some other things. He had tired to make amends

with us by . . . whenever his son was appointed to a

judgeship, he came down and sat here and asked us if

we would okay his son, approve him, give him a recom

mendation and let it go on through because we were

trying to block him that he would vote with us; h

would lobby for the minimum wage; he would put minimum

wage on the book and he would be with labor. Well shortly

after that we had the minimum, wage up and of course, he

did vote with us for the minimum wage, but he wanted

to put the amount of money that would make up

to the same thing, so therefore you would have the minimum

on the books, but it would be no good. So we decided then

that we would have to make the move to go on and get rid

of him, and so it was just a people working together

that just worked out. How it was done; we met with him

eventually and he agreed that if we would let him serve

one more term he would get out, and we wouldn't agree to

that. We said that we would buy the half year and let him
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resign and let Rex come on in. We were promoting Rex. Now

we didn't want Harold and who else was in there. We

said that he would have to be totally supported ... he

would have to through his support that particular way

and of course finally . . . and there is a letter over there

on my desk right now, I think I hid it the other day whe;

he had finally agreed to it, and that was wherewe took him,

we took his word now with the understanding that we would

give him a "big "banquet praising him to the high heavens

on what he could do, and he kept his word, and it came about

And then this was the trend within the house. In the house

of representatives you've got a lot of people in there yet

that are still conservative and I think to one man, one

vote will add a high membership that is concentrating in

the metropolitan areas. We have more house members from

those areas and less in the farming area so naturally you

will have a change, and over on the senate side, we had

some young senators like Dewey Wise and you know, some

of the boys from Richland County that ran from the house

over to the senate that want to see the State move from

the l*7th on up the ladder. So just that change in that

climate has come about. Now our role has become more

effective because our membership has grown. When you

have 11,000 people in the State, you are not speaking

for many and you are not controlling many votes, and when
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you get to 100,000 and you have put on your full-time

people, you have organized your central bodies, and

in several campaigns, you know it in this state, the

Democrats would not have had a national campaign would

not have "been carried on for the national candidates if

we hadn't put in the money or the manpower throughout.

J.B.: Of that 100,000 how many are black, do you

know?

Young: I would say about kffo are black now.

J.B.i Has this created any problems with white

members.

Young: No. If I said any problems, now Jack, any

problems would be wrong. We've had some problems, bu

we have been able to work them out. In the building

trades for years, you know, they were lily white, and

the first integration of the building

done by mine about 16 years ago

trades union was

with IBW,

and it created some problems. More problems for me than

for anybody else because the Ku Klus Klan hung me up and

burned me a couple times over the State and then got into

my re-election and tried to throw me out as business agent,

and out of the State, and in fact, they instigated a few

law suits against me, but I fought the whole battle and

stayed on top.

There was never any actual physical violence,

was there?
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Young: Oh yeah.

J.B.: In so far as you were concerned?

Young: Ch yeah. They even picketed the union hall.

J.B.: Was there any bombing or dynamiting or any

thing like that?

Young: No nothing like that. They destroyed one

of my cars. You know, little damage, not much.

J.B.: How did you feel about that?

Young: Well the Sheriff had a man stationed with

me and the State had a man stationed with me. I had

two body guards for about six months, three months

was real rough.

J.B.: This was here in Columbia?

Young: Right here.

J.B.: When was that?

Young: It's been more than 12 years ago now. Twelve,

: s: r^ars ago. It was real rough. I had cars shot

out, windshields shot out, and I personally through the

Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan out of the building.

J.B.: Who was the Qrand Dragon?

Young: Who was that fellow? Hallman wasn't it, that

lawyer. We ran him out of the State, and he went over

to Tennessee and we ran him out of there. I don't know

where he was at that time, but we had the Richland County

Chapter was headquartered in the Carpenters Building next
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door over here. We wouldn't go in that "building after

we found that out and broke away from them and came

down here, and so we got the international to throw them

out of there also. It was over the same issue, it was

over the race issue, and then about seven years ago, we

tried those cases in Court, you know, where they sued,

and some had thirteen million dollars in law suites, and

I expelled those members that became involved with the Ku

Klux Klan, and they sued us saying that we had deprived

them of their livelihood. It took us five minutes in

the first case, and fifteen in the second case, and the

other four cases they shoved over to Master Beck who then

dismissed them. So we came out of them and then immediately

after that I started working with the Building Trades to

try to get all of the other trades to go along with

integration, and it took me a long time. In 1962 we were

making, you know, some real progress, and we had a committee

of 100 within the city of Columbia, and you would know about

this committee, but you wouldn't know who the Chairman was,

that integrated the motels and the hotels, and the restaurants,

and of course, you know, Clemson College came along about that

year, the University and we were in there, in fact, I was

coordinating a good bit of from this building right

here, and City Hall wanted to know who that membership

was, who was the committee. The committee was composed of

bankers, lawyers, the most prominent people within the State.
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Then right after that, right before, in between the time

that I had integrated my local here with the Ku Klux Klan,

then I decided to have an integrated banquets with

//hat happened on the first one

Young: The first one?

J.B.: I remember that you were the first group

:o have integrated banquets, but by the time I go

around ending any it was the second or third.

: The first one was at Lake Murray. We

chartered buses from Electric and Gas to carry the

legislators out there. We had a te and a dance

that night, and it was integrated.

J.B.: Was this about '62?

Young: I believe it was about the same time, or

maybe ... I don't know the exact time. Anyway, all

but a dozen of the legislators got the buses and went

back to town, and so we had a nice time among ourselves.

The next day in the legislature they were going to have

a censure move over labor for doing this, and you know,

then West was ... I don't know whether West was . . .

I believe he was a Senator at that time, and was running

for Lieutenant Governor, or was going to be Lieutenant

Governor, and he called me ... a lot of them called

me and they couldn't understand why I had made that move.

Cf course, my position was then that the Democrats in
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South Carolina didn't move towards the national lines,

and you know, we were already in trouble in our school

systems. Jimmy Byrnes had put us into trouble over

that, and that we were just getting farther and farther

behind, and we had to make the move. Somebody has got

to make it. How that was a rough time, I tell you that

was a rough time. I'd go in the legislature, and if I

had four people to speak to me, it would be a miracle

then, and we decided that we would continue each year

for the next year until it became a little better, and

a little better and then finally the Governor decided

is time for them to do, and Governor West later . . .

we were at the table later when he said that he still

questioned my wisdom at that time, but it was still the

move that had to made and was made at the right time,

and . . .

J.B.: You sort of implied strongly without specifically

saying it that labor's endorsement is now sought by state

wide candidates?

Young: Openly sought. In fact, there are candidates

today and now, that would not run without our support. We

wont endorse any candidate that said I won't want this

nomination. It has to be known and it has to be sought.

J.B.: When are you going to announce who your

endorsed candidates are?
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Young: Jack, we are under a new procedure for endorse-

nt. I may have a copy of it here. I'll give it to you

before you leave. Coming out of the Carter deal,

and you know, the last Presidential election, we decided

then that we had better change our systems so that we

would have somewhat a little more control over it. We

don't want to control them, but so we can make an endorse

ment and we want that endorsement to be labor's endorsement.

So the endorsements are done like this and I'll get up to

your . if it is on a central body level, the central

body will make their recommendations to the State office.

We in turn screen the candidates ourselves. It used to be

that the central body could make it without our say so,

and for the Congressional race; the local unions within

;hat Congressional race have to meet and send their

recommendations to us. Of course, we meet with them and

of course, we give the records and see if we can reach a

decision. To reach a decision 75% of the group has got

to be for it, or else we can't make an endorsement. Then

the State meets either in convention or by Executive Com

mittee to fii he endorsement, and we will not d

this until after the primary is over with. . . after the

qualifying times are over with, Although we have a

'tution now to allow us to seek

candidates out to run ahead of time; but this can only

be done by the State Office and can't be done by individuals
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ny one person ... I might tell you

this, that computer list over here is controlled by

one person in the State.

J.B.: Are you . . .

Young: Right, I control it. Local unions and

internationals don't want to work with you if they find

out that the list is being misused.

J.B.: Now have you in the past been actively supporting

legislative candidates?

Young: Yes.

J.B,t For how long?

Young: Even before the merger of the AFL-CIC .

J.B.: I mean, do you support candidates in every

-ace?

Young: No, just in the legislative branches.

J.B.: I mean in every legislative race.

Young: No, just in some of them.

J.B.: Is that role being expanded?

Young: Greatly. It is 500 times what it was eleven

ye ars ago

Do you make campaign contributions to candidates?

loung: Jack, we make campaign contributions to candidates,

and I don't really want to get into a full discussion of it,

but you know in federal elections you have got to use free

money. In the others, we can use money that is allowed.

Free money means voluntary money. It cannot be dues money.
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Then we collect money from COPE, which is $2 per member

that goes into the national office and then is sent back

0 us. We probably get back ten tines in this State more

money then we collect from COPE. The potential seems to

be better here that we can have Congressmen in the Congress

will vote more to our liking than some of the areas

now. So we are concentrating more and more.

J.B.: At one time there was sort of a repeal of

as almost a cardinal test to get a labor endorsement.

that still considered a factor, or is that . . .

Young: No.

J.B.: Am I correct, that at one time it was?

Young: At one time it was, right.

J.B.: I notice in Virginia this year, for example,

Organize Labor in Henry Howell's campaign, that they

made it a point that they were not asking him to

necessarily support the repeal right.

Young: We've moved 1^-B in the State of South Carolina

and repealed it, but with 14B on the national level . . .

but on the local level our endorsements for the house

and senate now is ... covers a multitude of things.

Now I'll give you some of the priorities on it. One of

them does deal with the right to work law, but it is in

an agency shop clause, not outright repeal of the right

;o work law.

J.B.: What is the Agency Shop Clause dobasicallv?
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Young: The Agency Shop Clause allows the person that

doesn't want to belong to the union to pay a certain amount

of the dues that stays within the local union. You know,

"because we have to represent them whether they belong or

not.

J.B.: Protected by the check-off system.

Young: Well, see the Right to Work Law in South

Carolina today provides now that you have a check-off

negotiating. We call it an Agency Shop, but we are

changing the narm it. We are chan^ine; it to

Freedom of Contract, which is an amendment to the

right to work lav/ under section 8 and 6, I believe.

J.B.: So then in effect then if you are working

in an Agency Shop, you pay dues, but you don't have tc

have membership.

Young: But you don't have to belong. You pay

your dues and that is based on. /interruption/ . . .

it is based on, Jack, it's based on ... the

not necessarily in order,

naturally if you are going to get our endorsement, you

are commiting yoursel -hem, and if you will notice

on the back page, read number eight on the list, and

I say that it is not necessarily in order, the Agency

Shop, and of course . . .

J.B.: Would that fee be the eauivalent of dues?
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Young: No. What we were basing it on was if the

local union charges $4 a month dues, and they send $2 to

the international, they could only charge that member

the amount of dues that stays within the local union.

J.B.: In effect that is a bargaining service?

Young: Right, certainly. We are . . . when we

first introduced everybody to the Shop Agency, it scared

everybody to death and now it is catching on, and of

course, in a lot of the counties where they are screening

their first that is one of the highest things,

where do you stand, on the Agency Shop? Some of the central

bodies won't even . . .

J.B.: Well, what is labor going to do this year say

in legislative races? What sort of support will they give

a candidate they endorse?

Young: Well, let's take in the Sixth Con

gressional District should he run, and get our endorsement.

We would use our mailing list to our people, we will be

handbilling the plants. We'll put full time personnel

in their to work with our people, and we'll give him

money, and we'll put banks of telephones at least three

different locations.

J.B.: In addition to that, how much actual money would

a congression candidate you support get?

Young: Well, we are limited by lav; as to the amount

of money we can put in. We will put in that race, if he
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runs, the exact amount that we are allowed to by lav/,

which is about what, $6,000.

J.B. : That $6,000 . . .

Young! From one group.

J.B.« But now individual unions can contribute in

addition to that, right?

Young: So long as it is free money, and not dues

money, and let me say, Jack, we went outside the State

and got boocoos of money for and for Ziegler.

You know, different international unions. They arranged

meetings in Washington for them and let them go in and

talk before the groups or went in with them, and we got

big money from a lot of places. So to say how much

money we will spend in this campaign, nobody knows. It

depends on the ;y. Let me so to this. ve go-

some marginal races and if v/e feel that right now in the

Fifth Congressional DirJ . , ,

Sixth Congressional District is going to be marginal, in

the First Congressional District, Kendell Davis, if Mendell

Rivers runs is going to be a marginal race, and so those

races we will concentrate on very heavily. In this District

right here, in the Second Congressional District, we have a

man by the name of Kaufman that is

fixing to come out against Floyd Spence in the next day

or two. We will take a long look at that and see whether

or not there is any need for us to really get in there. J-



: we can't beat Spence we won't spend a whole lot

of money, but we will work with our t>eor>le as we did with

pred LaClair when we had Albert Watson in there. We knew

we couldn't beat Albert, but we thought he could be

scared to death a little bit and show that he could be

sat, and so we didn't spend a whirl of money, but we

did a good bit of work. Mow we will be in with Dorn's

Congressional race depending on who all gets in that

race whether we will classify it as a marginal race or

not, and in the marginal areas is where we spend the

money and the time.

J.B. : How about in the legislative races?

Young: We will be in every one of them it looks

like this year.

J.B.: That will be something new won't it, won't

that be the first time?

Young: The first time that we have been state-wide.

We are even getting into the magistrate races and Sheriff

races.

.: What is the response to the legislature. I

presume they know what you are doing? Do you tell them?

Young: Most of them, it has made them more respective

to the working people they are representing them better,

and most of them are pleased that we are at a meeting

where we had Democrats and Republicans present last
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Saturday morning. The Republicans there said "we want

you to keep this equipment, your operation in effect

because you are now the balance of power between both

the Republicans and the Democrats, and it is going

to be up to us as Republicans and to you others over

here as Democrats to sell ourselve the working people."

This is what they think, and they are voting with us both

Democrats and Republicans.

To date, have you, at the Labor Council in

l, endorsed any Republican candidates in

this State?

Young:

J. B. : Wh«

Young: Miss Fredrickson from Greenville. Not only

did we work for her, but we kept her financially in the

last two campaigns, and do you want to know why? Look

at her voting record, Workman's Comp, Minimum Wage, and

any other thing that you look at, she is a very liberal

and open minded person. Now that is the only way so far,

am I right, that is the only Republican endorsement?

J.B.: Is that because that is the only Republican

v/ho has had that kind of voting record?

Young: That is about the truth. So up to now, the

Republicans now, in fact v/hen they took this and

it was explained to them and worked out, and they said when

they looked back, most everything we can go along with, and
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once ... 11 xhey want our support, they just can't say we

are going to vote for it, we say work for it. "Will you

make speeches on the floor of the house or the senate,

will :ar before committee, will you come out in

the newspaper, and they are doing this now.

J.B. : '.'/ell, do you see this new political role, well,

do you see it as a new political role?

Young: It is a new role.

J.B.: And do you see it as a liberalizing influence

in politics?

Young: Very much, very much. In fact, I am going to

introduce Holl"

Georgia.

: Have you introduced . . . endorsed any black

candidates in the State?

Young: Yes. A lot of them. We, in the Richland County

race about lour years ago, six or

ever since they have been running, we've

ye ars ago,

...jd them.

We were surprised that we lost too. We had a little

run in with the County and it liked to have

tore us out of the saddle, and we lost two real good blacks

in the legislature. Both of them will run again this year,

and they will have the endorsement along with twwo or three

others. In fact, tomorrow night, we will endorse, we'll

endorse ... we have one black and two whites running

for City Council and labor will endorse the black V/ednesday
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night.

J.B.: There are two blacks running aren't there?

Young: Only one, oh yeah, that's right.

when he ran in that race we went in there and

worked with him to get him elected, and of course, way

down in Charleston we about played the field and we lost

to that Income Tax deal. blacks this time, I would

imagine that we are going to have world blacks on that

ticket from all over, but we may have a few of our black

members running from labor.

.B.: How many members of the legislature now are

actual labor union members? V/hat are there about two

or three?

Young: No we've got about eight or ten down there

J.B. : Who?

Young: From different unions that are in there. Yo

were thinking about Jimmy Jn'-i.g and of course lPowell has

been defeated. We've go tA Smith, we've got a bunch of

them in there.

J.B.: Yeah, Jimmy J-©s*e and Smith and who else?

Young: Give me the women's list and we will run

over them. Yeah, we've got a good many of them that's

got tickets in their pockets. Way back some of them have

become lawyers and still got the membership in organized

labor in the unions.
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J.B. : Are those the only two though that have remained

active from the standpoint of ... active in the union,

and remaining active in whatever the trades or crafts

involve?

Young: Yes, right, right. Some of them were active

in the unions and later went into other business, bux

still kept their membership, but they are the only

two that are real active. We were surprised in the

meeting Saturday where the Republicans and the Democrats

both got up and said"here in Greenville we would like to

have at least one member of d labor on the dele

gation and if you have a member running, we v/ill support

him." The Republicans made the offer first, then the

Democrats "me too," and thought it was a very good idea,

and we are going to run a man from there. I don't know

who it v/ill be at the moment.

J.B.: What kind of a meeting was that in Greenville?

Young: What we are doing right now Jack. We are

holding every Saturday morning we are holding legislative

breakfast meetings with the legislatures to begin the

season and then every couple of three weeks, if we need

to on a state-wide basis . . . but then during the meantime

we go back into counties or take multiple counties and

put them, together and we have the members from organized

labor and members of the house and senate present for a

breakfast meeting there and it usually lasts from two to
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what is happening.

J.B.: This is just with the delegations.

Young: With the delegation and with our members, right.

The delegations from those counties.

J.B.: How has the attendance been.

Young: Very very good and it is very very effective.

J.B.: Is this something new?

Young: Brand new.

J.B.: So a lot of this stuff is new since you became

COPE Director, isn't it?

Young: Yes, it is new since then. We changed

our way of thinking and our way of becoming involved, and

we feel that our members need to meet with their delegates,

their own members of the house and senate on a personal

basis, and they can bring it with them and sit down and

talk about an Agency Shop for minimum wage, or doing away

with the Dairy Commission or Workman's Comp.

J.B.: Has there anything insofar as organized

labor getting representation on state boards and commissions?

Young: Yes, and we are now. I guess we have more

members now on state boards than we have ever had in our

life.

J.B.: Appointed by West?

Young: Appointed by West. In fact, every board th
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Development, you name it.

J.B.i Are you on any?

Young: About a hundred. I am constantly at meetings,

all the time, from Comprehensive Health, Educational,

Technical, Voca

J.B. : lot of these are study committees aren't

they?

Young: Study committees and meetings that are

functional meetings.

J.B.: Right, but how about actual, you know like

the State Highway Commission or the State Board of Mental

Health?

Young: Cn the Mental Health, I am on the Board

J.B.: You are on the State Board of Mental Health?

Young: I sure am. I've been on that,

/interruption/ . . . and on the Dairy Commission, we

naturally have no force. The only way you can get into

public service is to get in the legislature.

J.B.: Yeah, right, elected by the legislature.

I mean Department of Corrections, Youth Services.

Young: Cn the advisory b<

power, we were on all of those committees, and on the

, on the State, you know we have an advisory

council on that and we have twelve members on that and wt

have twelve members on that board, but on the ones that
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are real paying, where you get paid for, there is only a

sw 01 them.

J.B.: I wasn't thinking so much of the ones that you

got paid for, but those that actually . . .

Young: Making policies.

making, like Social Services, or Welfare

Boards.

Young: We are on the Welfare, we are on the Social

Services, we are on the Mental Health, we are on ...

we have a new role now. You know the State is eoine to

Uniform Code System on building,

passed it last and it is being implemented now. There

is about 10 or 15 people all tolled on the committee and

we are represented on that committee which is the nolicv

making group. We were instrumental in getting it pass*

-md so the Governor immediately put us on the Board. Wi

are going for Uniform Codes, and Electrical Codes and

Constructional Codes whether we would use the national

or whether we would use the circumstances

and all this is being formulated right now. We are,

in fact, there are some of those committees that we

serve on as Chairman, Secretary, and what not.

W.D.: Have you ever compiled a track record on your

I mean how many people that you have endorsed

Young: That have been elected?
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'.v .D. : Do you hav< a whether it has improved

now over say two years ago or four years or six years?

Young: Yes, it has very much improved. In fact,

let me go back to the last election

we had in Richland County in the house race and the

senate race, we did not lose any one of our senators.

We elected all of those. On the house race where we had

been making endorsement and probably have six out of the

eight would have out endorsement, or sometimes we had

the whole thing, all eight of them. We had a set back

in Richland County. Now that set back was not due to

anything that we did in labor, it was a deal in the

County Treasurer. The County Treasurer had gotten

00 big. Tom had gotten too b.

britches and he was was just about running the County

in the . . . and we had. to fight among the Democrats,

/interruption/

J.B.i

Young: So we had with this race going back for many

my years, we had never lost an endorsement, but our own

people, we couldn't get them together over the issue. It

was pretty well cut throat. You know about it, you were

there.

J.B.: Now wasn't race a secondary issue in that too?

Joming over from the school board election?
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.■ .t;i Yeah, Hayes ag*Mizell. Well you take Hayes

-gawP- Mizell and the School Board, and not . . . Hayes is

a friend of ours, don't get us wrong, but we are talking

about facts in the thing and that was it. We just couldn

the people "back together and that was all it was. We

had the Chairman of the party, the Richland County party

Loui hen and Lev/is decided to lea.ve

he Republican side and run for office, and

then we had a black man who was co-chairman and he moved

3hairman, and this irritated a few people. You know,

it hurt, and we had problems, and our endorsements didn't

go. See we endorsed those colored boys. We had elected

them two years before that and then lost them two years

.ater. Overall our endorsements have been real real good.

row, we endorsed gene vets and old red John, and of course

ight we had that race won, but we lost it. Wendell

Davis had our endorsement and Mendell v/ould not have been

elected in the last campaign if it had not IDeen lor labor.

, we had a hard time getting him out to do any

campaigning. We set up a headquarters. In some areas

we had as many as a dozen telephones with people working

on them. Roughly speaking, we had pretty close to a

hundred people working in that campaign

weeks.

.ast six

W.D, : Is it fair to say that when vou started out th?
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your endorsement was the kiss of death?

Yoimp;: Yes.

.D.: Did it change suddenly, or was it gradual?

Young: Gradually.

J.B. Are you going to publish your list this year?

Young: Whether we publish it or not v/ill be

decided by the Executive Committee, and my position

is ohat the list should be published hu . ,

groups of people that we can't reach that want to know.

They are constantly calling and they are constantly

writing who is your candidate. You can go along the

filling stations now, they are used to shaking their

head at this now, but she knows it. But you can

your courtesy card down and the owner of the station

will say "who are we going to endorse, we are waiting

on ya'll, we're waiting on labor." We find this even in

he smaller places. Let's take County, five years

ago if you went in there and said unions, you would get

shot. In fact, I got my windshield shot out in that

area and today we are well respected in there. /e have

an office down there, and we have the respect of the

community, we have Klanish people, we've got bootleggers.

You name them down there, it's rough, but we have the

blacks and the whites and we had to get them together,

and then we had to organize them, and v/e organized our

A. Phillip Randolph Chapter, and as we moved and played hones
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honest with all groups, we have come out on top, and so

we can make an endorsement In lounty right now and

just about put that man In with the endorsement because

of our coalition with the blacks and with the labor groups,

the labor groups that are there. Another thing, I gues

we have set up A. Phillip Randolph Chapters. We have

eleven in the State right now.

End Side One, Tape One. Begin Side Two, Tape One.

Young: In forming coalitions we found out that

there was so much friction there that we should do something

else. Of course labor did that on the national basis. A.

Phillip Randolph was President of Sleeping Carporters, and

we j alled it A. Phillip Randolph because it Is headed

up by them. What we do Is to organize a chapter in every

County, or the Counties where we have a high concentration

of black vote and our people disseminate the information,

the meet and they endorse the same people that we endorse.

We give them the money to operate within the black community,

and the material to onerate and set our program across by

trade unionists going in and running the leadership away

from the so-called factional groups. Some counties would

have as many as seven different black groups working within

one county, and everyone of them was wanting a hand out

and nobody was really endorsing.
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J.B.: Alright, but what are A. Phillip Randolph Chapters,

are those strictly black union member

Young: They are the officers and the policies are

made by labor and they are primarily black. However,

we have had such good success with them, we have had a number

of our white people that want to go to the A. Phillip Randolph

meetings and to help out with them.

J.B.: But do they include blacks who are not union

members?

Young: No, it includes only union blacks, but they go

into the community and work with the ministers and what not

getting our programs across?

J.B.: Do they get involved in voter registration drives?

Young: sir, that is the main object.

J.B.: Are you doing anything?

Young: Right now, Jack, we are fighting real hard . . .

you saw this paper here, you didn't see it but the first

item that we have on our list right now is registration

by mail to ... you know, by the computer we can tell

every local union how many p<

many are not registered. So we are concentrating both on

our people and on people in the community. Mow if we go

;o the registration by mail, either federally or b-

than we are going to put the same forces that we have out

w, we are going to ... the ones that are not already

Notary Public we are going to rotary Public and le"
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to register the of organized labor mcl regis'

the others, and yes, you asked us if we are doing anything

in registration right now, we are very active in registration

in Orangeburg, Greenville, Rock Hill, Florence, ffiree and

let's see, these Chapters are pretty old, oh, Irawrouce,

we don't have one in Hewberry at the moment that is working.

J.B.: Do you think that South Carolina needs to have

.- a mandatory voting machine lav/?

Young: Yes, definitely.

Hhat is not on your list at this time though,

is it?

Young: Definitely, :hink the State of South Carolina

we have a lot of money in revenue sh;

and somewhere along the line they could buy the

machines that could cut out the problem. I don't worry

about fraud in "ation, but I do worry abou"

;here are paper ballots, and when you go

behind closed doors to count them, you don't have enough

people to put in there as observers, it's real easy,

could have a basket, and they have a piece of paper in

those baskets because they don't want those votes to go

through the bottom, and underneath those paper baskets

they have hundreds of votes, tickets already marked so all

they do is just push right through the bottom and stir them

in with the rest of them, and you can take some of thei
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to with . . . wha a v/e esx , 317,000 could buy

off every vote. I mean enough so that they are there,

and that is wrong. So yes, v/e are definitely in favor of

the voting machines.

J.B.: Do you find a real distinction in these

counties that do have voting machines?

Young: Right. Spartanburg, Charleston, Columbia,

all of the areas that have voting machines. Who els"

has voting machines? /interruption/ • . . We have a

county, we have a meeting when is it, Thursday on the

County merger, /interruption/7 . . . Five states started

several years ago.

W.B,: I was thinking about the South.

Young: In the South, yes, I would think so.

W.D. : What v/e re

Young: We have completed the membership list that

was in the computer by the international, and it is now

being keypunched and put on magnetic tape to go back

into the computer, which within could be completed

within ten clays. Now we are capturing lists that were

not in the computer. So we are in a continuous process,

but ours Is complete and of course the Cheschire machines

and the equipment that we bought will be delivered within

30 days and we have had ten davs on the order already.
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J.B.: Where do ycm see the major, the next major

increase? I am assuming that you are seeing a continued

increase in union membership in South Carolina?

Young: In public employees.

W.D.: What percent of the work class is organized?

Young: Well it is a question mark right now. If you

would ask the Chamber of Commerce they would say 7 and if

you would ask us we would say 11, but the Bureau . . .no,

but the Bureau of Labor Statistics out of Atlanta has been

giving us about Ityfa now.

W.D,i Is that higher than it was five, ten or fifteen

years ago? Is it a steady increase, or is it about the same

percent?

Young: Ch no. About three years jumped

J.B.i What Walt's question is, I think, the work force

increasing also and are you teady percentage

the work force or is your . . .

Young: We are gaining on the work force now. If the

lorce was asing and we were increasing so we

were just about holding our own at what was estimated at

about 7ifSi but we are gaining on the work force now. Let

me say this, it is do hard to keep up, it's awful hard to

keep up. Last week we took in how many plants were organized

in the paper, you can see in the paper how many people signed

agreements with us on a card check. T.',Te had two slants in
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Camden alone in Herchall County by card check. 7/e won in

election after election and we are just moving , and the

climate . . . there are over a hundred organizers in the

State right now, and that is just a drop in the bucket

to what we could have.

J.B.: Is this going on South wide?

Young: Ye s, and that we are having more

success in South Carolina though than most of the states.

J. B. •. Why?

£: I think that the people became educated to

;hat we weren't all farmers and that as we had

ified industry come in

good money and others low,

;nes paid

people in the lower paying

industry looked at those other plants, and they wanted

their money. The cost of living; up so much

that the people had to do something, they had to bound

together, and right now it is a constant ... I guess

that we average five calls a week in this office steering

us to people who want to be organized including managers

plants. We had one industry within this S"

_j stores, now I won't call the stores because you

would know them, and they have 6k store managers, 55 oj

them signed cards to join the union, the managers. So

that'll give you an idea.. Insurance ag o rming

unions, teachers, you know we have . . .

'.B. : How about other public employees, besides Teachers
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I mean are garbage workers i

Young: Well in Florence in Wm Rock Hill* and these

areas, they are coming real fast.

J.B.: How about firemen?

Young: Firemen are just about completely organized

over all the state, and in here, I think there are only

about three firemen in the whole city that don't belong.

The firefighters have joined with the teachers, not with

the American Federation of Teachers but with the NEA,

and the are having a seminar next week

have . . . will be attended by the School Teachers and

members of organized labor. We are going to be all sitting

down together and going over the problems, /interruption/

J.B.i Where is Bob McNair these days?

Young: Bob McNair is going to run for Strom Thurmond's

position in the United States .te. If Strom doesn't

retire, then he will run against him, and will defeat him.

J.B.: He has altered his position towards labor?

Young: Yes, right now I'd. say Bob is loof, with us.

I'd say right now he is commited lOOfo. He got himself in

a box, you know when he was Governor on that same hospital

strike by making it a policy, and Governor West, do you

remember the rift that developed between them, Governor

West said that "if I was Governor, I would have handled

it differently" and they told him to stay quiet. Well, he

became Governor and he has handled it differently. He has
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organized behind the scenes, and I hope to use this lightly,

he has organized many committees of real outstanding people

to work on collective bargaining and he paved the way so

it would get through the legislature, including the

uversity, ife had to stay out of it because

if we got in there and pushed it then we felt like it

would be a deterent to us. So we let other people

handle it. But we fed the information to him.

J.3.: Let me ask you this. You mentioned that

when you had the committee of 100 in Columbia to work

on racial problems ten years ago, lunch counters and

soforth, you worked very closely with business leadership

1 " n \p of the city, and you

suggested that at some of these other meetings that you

worked closely with management people in different

categories, and on different programs involving the State,

how do you characterize the level of cooperation between

business . . . between labor and management in this State?

Young: Let me say this to you Jack, labor and manage

ment have come together moreso in this State than probably

any other state in the South. Let me go back into this

right now anc iox ne<

but the Chamber of Commerce came to us. We didn'^

them. You know the Chamber always fought us, Textil

manufacturers always fought us, and it seemed like we

ines that we could step over. We
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ilwayr .ch others throats. Finally, this began

to change. The Chamber of Commerce came to us and said

that there are grounds, we would like for your people

to join the Chamber of Commerce. Well we decided that

it would be best if we stayed out, but at the same time

ould not bury cur heads in the sand to their ideas

and they would listen to us, and so we did, and in the

.ection you would see a

by labor and the Chamber of Commerce jointly, paid for

ibor and the

was on the mini-bottle. We were looking for open bars.

The Textiles, we joined them on imports and exports becau1,

their position was the same as ours, and we joined hands,

and this year when we were going for the Comprehensive

Workman's Compensation, you know, changes Workman's

Compensation, we had Committees appointed, Advisory

Jommittees, Legislative Committees and Study Committees,

and these Committees got together and we signed an

agreement by labor, management, Chamber of Commerce,

the plaintiff attornies and others that we had reached

an accord on a vast, comprehensive change in Workman's

Comp, and neither side is going to fiffht it. We are

going together on it, and this calls for ^f-0,000 death

ni disability. It is one of the most comprehensive

/l-L-L find in the South and one of the best.

J.B.: Does it extend coverage to forestry, lumber
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Young: It covers everybody. It takes the numerical

number down to two. We'd like to go to one. It takes in

the farmers and the farm workers, migratory workers, casual

workers, and there was an agreement by labor and industry.

Now let me sav ;hink management took a different

look towards labor, and w d that we should set

up trust funds and committees within labor that would

include management people on, and suppose you take thi

local union right here. There is nothing done in this

local except by our ov/n membership meeting that management

is not SOfo part of. On every trust agreement that we havi

for the training program, for the health and welfare, the

vacation, everything that we do, but so there you will

find out now so many lawyers and a lot of management

have joined unions.

J.B.: But on this workman's comp thing, has this passed,

is that going before the legislature?

Young: No the draft is completed now.

J.B.: What industries will be excluded, or what

type worker will be excluded?

Young: Very little. /Interruption/ . . . and I am

not going to ;o you right now, but you can see

in the South that we have the best in all categ "ies under

the unemployment comp right now and the worst on workman'
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comp until we pass it. If you get sick, I mean if you

were hurt on the job you could draw $63 maximum. You

could get out of work and draw $83, It doesn't rhyme

does it. /interruption/

J.B.: Let me ask you this question. You talk to

labor people in all the other southern states and you

people get together and meet, right?

Youngt Yeah.

; How do you ra- >ns now m bouth

Carolina in so far as economic opportunities for blacks

are concerned . . . rate, compare it with other southern

states.

Young: I would really probably have to say that

South Carolina has the best climate for blacks now than

any of the other southern states. Although the per capita

maybe greater in some of the other southern states, I

think the opportunity is here.

J.B.: Why?

Young: Jack, I don't really know. It seems like

the attitudes have changed drastically and they just

went ahead and did what they should have done.

J.B.: Why did it change like that'

Young: I don't know. I can't tell you why.

End interview


